Military, diplomatic, and intelligence analysts are increasingly interested in having a valid system of models that span the social sciences and interoperate so that one can determine the effects that may arise from alternative courses of action in different lands. Part I of this article concentrated on internal validity of the components of such a synthetic framework. But how valid are such model collections once they are integrated together and used out-of-sample (see Section 1)? Section 2 compares these realistic, descriptive agents to normative rational actor theory and offers insights for conflict games. Sections 3 and 4 offer two real world cases (Iraq and SE Asia) where the agent models are subjected to validity tests and an EBO experiment is then run for each case. We conclude by arguing that substantial effort on game realism, best-of-breed social science models, and agent validation efforts is essential if analytic experiments are to effectively explore conflicts and alternative ways to influence outcomes. Such efforts are likely to improve behavioral game theory as well.
Military, diplomatic, and intelligence analysts are increasingly interested in having a valid system of models that span the social sciences and interoperate so that one can determine the effects that may arise from alternative operations (courses of action) in different lands. Part I of this article concentrated on internal validity of the components of such a synthetic framework – a world diplomacy game as well as the agent architecture for modeling leaders and followers in different conflicts. But how valid are such model collections once they are integrated together and used out-of-sample (see Section 1)? Section 2 compares these realistic, descriptive agents to normative rational actor theory and offers equilibria insights for conflict games. Sections 3 and 4 offer two real world cases (Iraq and SE Asia) where the agent models are subjected to validity tests and an EBO experiment is then run for each case. We conclude by arguing that substantial effort on game realism, best-of-breed social science models, and agent validation efforts is essential if analytic experiments are to effectively explore conflicts and alternative ways to influence outcomes. Such efforts are likely to improve behavioral game theory as well.
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1) Introduction and Purpose

Analytic game theory is the mathematics of strategy, and as such, provides a language that is both rich and crisp. At the same time, analytic game theory has an abysmal record of explaining and/or predicting real world conflict – about the same as random chance according to Armstrong (2002), Green (2002). In the field of economics, Camerer (2003) points out that the explanatory and predictive powers of analytic game theory are being improved by replacing prescriptions from rational economics with descriptions from the psychology of monetary judgment and decision making. This has resulted in ‘behavioral game theory’ which adds in emotions, mistakes, heuristics, and so on. In this paper, we pursue the same approach and believe the term ‘behavioral game theory’ or just BGT is broad enough to cover all areas of social science, not just economics.

The military and diplomatic community is seeking improved tools for experimentation, analysis, and training across a wide range of scenarios – BGT is one approach that is being explored. This is relevant since their interest goes beyond mission-oriented military behaviors, to also include simulations of the effects that an array of alternative diplomatic, intelligence, military, and economic (DIME) actions might have upon the political, military, economic, social, informational (psyops), and infrastructure (PMESII) dimensions of a foreign region. The goal is to understand factional tensions and issues, and to examine alternative ways to influence and possibly shape outcomes for the collective good. There are at least four general uses for simulation of alternatives, including:

1) find policies that prevent conflict situations from escalating to civil strife or war: e.g., see Collier & Hoefffler (2004)
2) determine how best to defeat foes adept at using local PMESII effects to their own advantage, and find alternative ways to end conflict: e.g., see McCrabb & Caroli (2002).
3) after conflicts, manage non-kinetics operations, give aid, and help rebuild so as to avoid a return to strife: e.g., see Wood (2003); and
4) Once we’ve made friends, keep friends, by avoiding our own biases (mirrors, confirmation) and exploring the factional and cultural situations that they actually face: e.g., see Heuer (2000).

If analysts and trainees are to have realistic and reliable models of the effects of DIME type operations upon PMESII dimensions, one must find ways to integrate and utilize scientific know-how across many disciplines. Part I of this article started from the bottom up – it presented a unified architecture (PMFserv) for human behavior and examined and synthesized agent-based models of leaders and followers. The focus was on what makes people join factions and commit to (or fight against) the various actions that factional leaders wish to pursue. This paper brings those components into game theory to determine whether they can help analyze such questions, and to assess the validity of the BGT approach.

2) Behavioral Game Theory (BGT) and the FactionSim Testbed

Our exploration of BGT begins by constructing a testbed (FactionSim) that facilitates the codification of alternative theories of factional interaction and the evaluation of policy alternatives. FactionSim is a tool where you set up a conflict scenario in which the factional leader and follower agents all run autonomously. You are the sole human player interacting to try and use a set of DIME actions to influence outcomes and PMESII effects. In what follows, we shall explore these issues using efforts with FactionSim testbed as illustrative examples. Section 2 begins with an examination of how FactionSim permits one to mock up general conflict scenarios, and Sections 3 and 4 then offer illustrative cases in the MidEast and in SE Asia, respectively. The reader is assumed to be familiar with Part I which delineated both the game data structures of factions that have roles to be filled (leaders, sub-faction leaders, and followers) and the available actions using different factions’ resources (Economy, E, Security, S, and Politics, P) so as to influence outcomes relative to one’s internal goals, standards, and preferences.

Figure 1 – Architecture for a Highly Usable FactionSim including DIME Experiment Dashboard, Smart Template of
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2.1) Definitions

Let us start by indicating that the center of Figure 3 shows there are potentially many factions, agents, and resources, however, we try to limit these to what we believe are the minimal set needed to characterize ethno-political factions. For an intuitive explanation, Figure 1 shows one example of a scenario template of a multi-nation or multi-faction state where there are 4 clusters of factions, each of which has a leader, two sub-factions (loyal and fringe), a set of starting resources (E-, S-, and P-Tank levels), and a representative set of over 1,000 follower agents. On the left in this example template, there is a pro-constitutional group (Pro) trying to bring order and rule of law to a region inhabited by potentially divisive factions. For scenario authoring and evaluation purposes, one can make the Pro group as strong or weak as desired by altering its tank levels relative to starting levels of each of the other factions. Likewise the form of the Pro Faction is flexibly editable as well – e.g., it can be developing or developed, repressive or democratic, corrupt or not, etc. In the example shown in Figure 1, all the institutions are still weak, so the Economic and Security tanks are not well developed. If the Pro-Faction could successfully undertake regional development there would be greater security, more employment, and more revenue to spread around – and each would be more effective. Its followers would be happier and would increase their political support, thereby raising the level of the P tank.

For rule-of-law to take sway, the Pro-Faction leader must manage his E and S tanks so as to appeal to each of the tribes or factions he wants in his alliance – the factions in the middle of Figure 1. Each of the leaders of those factions, however, will similarly manage their own E and S assets in trying to keep their sub-factions and memberships happy. After all, a high P-tank means that there are more members to recruit for security missions and/or to train and deploy in economic ventures. So leaders often find it difficult to move to alignments and positions that are very far from the motivations of their memberships (represented by the computed level of average faction GSP in our AI model). However, even factions that hate each other are sometimes observed to form temporary alignments-of-convenience against common foes (the enemy of my enemy …). And, of course, a leader can lose power to an opposing force such as the right side of Figure 1 which shows an insurgent force dedicated to the destruction of the Pro-Faction and hoping to replace it with an order of its own. Again, one can edit this force to whatever strength and maturity of insurgency is relevant for the scenario of interest.

These objects and attributes were more fully explained in Part I and are now listed here in general form as:

Faction = { Properties {name, identity repertoire, demographics, salience-entry, salience-exit, other}
            Alignments {alignment-matrix, relationship valence and strength, dynamic alliances}
            Roles{leader, sub-leader, loyal-follower, fringe-follower, population-member},
            Resources(R) = Set of all resources: {econ-tank, security-tank, political support-tank} }

Resource-i = { r = a resource
               r_{r,f} = {Resource level for resource r owned by facton f, r_{r,f} ranges from 1 to100}
               \Delta r_{(a,b)} = {Change in resource r on group a by group b} = \Delta_r
               T = Time horizon for storing previous tank values
               Dev-Level = {Maturity of a resource where
                             1=corrupt/dysfunctional, 3=neutral, 5= capable/effective} }

Actions(A) = { Leader-actions(target) = {Speak(seek-blessing, seek-merge, mediate, brag, threaten),
                                           Act(attack-security, attack-economy, invest-own-faction,
                                               invest-ally-faction, defend-economy, defend-security)
Follower-actions(target) = \{Go on Attacks for, Support (econ), Vote for, Join Faction, Agree with, Remain-Neutral, Disagree with, Vote against, Join Opposition Faction, Oppose with Non-Violence(Voice), Rebel-against/Fight for Opposition, Exit Faction \}

In FactionSim, these objects and attributes are all modeled with an open-architecture and are available through XML remote procedure calls. This allows 3rd party software to be plugged in or federated: (1) to mine and instantiate values from outside data sources; (2) to run someone else’s more detailed models of the resources and institutions that manage them; and/or (3) to translate our agents’ actions into simulators with finer levels of spatial, temporal, and/or visual detail. The only constraint is that the attributes must be transformed into and out of the representational form and units that we adopt here.

Returning to the game, there are assumed to be a set of multiple games, \( G = \{G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n\} \), proceeding simultaneously, where each game may in fact be evolving dynamically into another form of game. For example, within a faction there might be games between rival leaders, between leaders and followers, and follower on follower. The across-faction games include attempts to cooperate and/or compete with other factions’ leaders and followers, and/or attempts to defeat factions aimed at your own downfall. More precisely, the agents that populate and play FactionSim participate in a multi-stage, hierarchical, n-player game in which each class or type of agent (Dx) or simply X, observes and interacts with some limited subset Y agents (human or artificial) via one or more communication modes. We make three (empirically plausible) assumptions about multiple hierarchies of agents, namely, that agents (1) play multiple distinct games, (2) are cognitively detailed (the agents described in Part I have approximately 600 behavioral parameters each), (3) and are self-serving and attempt to maximize their utility (u) within each iteration of a game defined as:

\[
GAME = \left( a \in \mathcal{A}, u_x, D_x \right) \quad \text{for} \quad x \in X
\]

Despite efforts at simplicity, stochastic simulation models for domains such as this rapidly become complex. If each leader has 9 action choices “on each of the other (three) leaders”, then he has 729 (\( = 9^3 \)) action choices. Each other leader has the same, so there are \( 729^3 \) (\( \approx 387 \) million) joint action choices by others. Hence the strategy space for a leader consists of all assignments of his 729 action responses to each of the \( 729^3 \) joint action choices by the other three. This yields a total strategy set with cardinality 387 million raised to 729, a number impossibly large to explore.

The DIME Experiment Dashboard consists of the boxes along the left edges that hold editors and viewers. Starting on the top left, this is the batch inputs from the player (USA or multi-national coalition) consisting of DIME courses of action (operations) that s/he thinks may influence outcomes favorably. This input can be one course of action, or a set of parameter experiments the player is curious about. On the bottom left is the editor of the personalities for the leaders and sub-leaders, and of the key parameters that define the starting conditions of each of the factions and sub-factions. Certain DIME actions by the player that are thought to alter the starting attitudes or behavior of the factions can flow between these two components – e.g., a discussion beforehand that might alter the attitudes of certain key leaders (Note: this DIME action is often attempted in settings with real SMEs and diplomats playing our various games).

To summarize, here are the parameters that are available via the dashboard:

1. Tank Levels (Econ, Sec, Pol) for current turn and history including "Blame/Credit" for changes to levels.
2. Relationship Dictionary - Current relationship values from one group onto another, individuals as well.
3. GSP Weights - PMFServ GSP weights for all agents in scenario
4. State Parameters - PMFServ state values for all agents in scenario (demographic, socio-economic, etc)
5. External Action - The current external DIME courses of action(s) which analysts choose.
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Agent actions are also viewable on the dashboard, but cannot be directly altered because the action choices of agents are by definition endogenous to the game(s) being played. To force them, we would make that agent external.

On the far right of Figure 1 is a module for capturing, observing, and analyzing the PMESII effects of the DIME actions. The idea is to include features to help the user visualize and understand not only the robustness of alternative policies (for avoiding conflict and enlisting cooperation), but also help to clarify the rationales of the simulated archetype participants. For example: What is driving the leader and follower decisions and choices? What is happening to their grievances, emotions, and out-group feelings?

2.2) Game Analysis

This section presents the basic game analyzed in this paper—an iterative, semi-cooperative game (ISCG) for multiple players where players can form informal alliances. This game formulation is the simplest game one can analyze involving conflicts between (and within) factions. While it greatly over-simplifies real world conflicts as well as what is simulated in subsequent sections, it helps to clarify many of the key elements of these conflicts. Thus this simple model serves as a building block both for BGT and for the understanding of BGT. The treatment in this section will examine how games are treated by two types of agents, namely:

- **'Rational' Actors**: Presumed normative as in early economic theory and intro game theory classes - perfectly informed, purely logical, and motivated by self-interest to maximize their material payoffs. All actors have identical payoff functions. Closed form analytical solution is generally possible. These are also referred to as rationally-consistent actors, as in Giocoli (2003)’s discussion of the neoclassical, post-World War II economics approach to rationality which cleansed itself of any reference to psychic concepts. These actors are emotionless geniuses.

- **Descriptive agents**: Following the new tradition of BGT, these agents are characterized by descriptive rather than normative models. Also, as Part I of this paper presented, we profile real world individuals with best-of-breed social science instruments - specifically, a synthesis of 3 personality profile instruments, bounded rationality (5 coping styles depending on stress level), prospect theory, hyperbolic discounting and other forms of perceptual myopia, biases (mirroring, confirmation, etc.), emotional construals, and grievances, among other models. Aside from material payoffs, these agents attend to moralistic payoffs; and even when they do consider material payoffs, they may commit errors and use biased heuristics. The idea of descriptive agents is to realistically model these non-consistent behaviors. In the discussion of that follows, due to page limits, we simplify the BGT models that were elaborated so fully in Part I into a very few terms concerning material interest, social relationships and emotional value systems. The interested reader is referred to Part I on the extensive details of how these terms are actually computed. They are computed quite differently than is done for the Rational Actors.

Giocoli (2003) also points out that those working in the more modern version of Rational Actor theory (post consistency era) are attempting a broader view and are exploring use of formal rational actor mathematics for maximizing self-interest. We do not mean here to discount the advances such researchers may be making, but seek instead to illustrate how the descriptive approach offers advances relative to neo-classical Rational Actor consistency. Starting with the simplest formulation, let us consider a game for dyadic interaction between Leaders X and Y as shown in Table 1. If X and Y were to cooperate, this might not serve their short-term goals (for example, they may lose some support from extremists within their membership). But a conflict-free world would enable these leaders to focus on socio-economic growth. For the sake of simplicity, we make no distinction between cooperate, being passive, and allying in a dyadic interaction, and hence assume that the choice of “cooperate” by both leaders will result in an
alliance where the leaders share resources and obtain respective payoffs of \(R_{dx}\) and \(R_{dy}\). Here, \(R_d = R_{dx} + R_{dy}\) represents the value of the contested resource share available.

Let us say that leaders X, Y (and Z as we will see later) have an existing relationship or level of attraction to each other and to other leaders such as Z. In any interactions between leaders, we assume that their existing dyadic relationships are altered by an amount \(\Delta K\), which is a function of relationships between the leaders as well as the actions taken. Descriptive agents’ relationships are updated by adjusting the payoff amount \(\Delta K_{xy}\) to reconcile relationships that were unbalanced. For example, the extra cost for X of ruling territories outside a alliance, compared with the cost of ruling the territories in alliance with Y, could be described as the cost of loss of relationship \(|\Delta K_{xy}|\). Part I explains parameters and models of relationship formation as concerns individual trust and affinity, group membership, and national identity. Similarly, let \(\text{emV}\) be the emotional (non-material) utility associated with taking an action. The descriptive agent receives a positive payoff, if the actions considered are in alignment with his or her value system (GSP Tree). Again, part I explains cognitive appraisal where the value system holds three importance-weighted trees (goals, standards, and preferences) that capture personality factors, cultural and social norms, individual grievances, sacred values, and the like. As events in the world perturb these GSP value trees, an affectivity model determines how to construe activations and decay in terms of 11 oppositely valenced sets of emotions. This same appraisal method is subsequently used to compute subjective expected utility of actions and responses.

If a leader (X) chooses “Fight” (F) and the other leader (Y) chooses “Cooperate” (C), this will be taken to mean that X attacks Y, and that Y does not fight back (but may take shelter behind some existing defense in place). If X attacks Y with level of effort, \(Q_j\), \(j = 1, 2\), where the levels of the attack has been normalized: \(0 \leq Q_j \leq 1\), then a proportion of the contested resource is transferred to the winner. If both leaders choose F then the probability of success in the ensuing battle is taken to be proportional to the relative strengths of the leaders and the efforts they put in, measured as level of attack \([P_x = Q_j \frac{R_x}{R}]\). The quantity lost in the battle, which is the consequence of the attack, is proportional to the target resource being contested. Therefore, expected loss in a given battle for a target is proportional to (level of attack)(relative strength of attacker)(contested resource of attacked) = \(Q_{jyx} \frac{R_y}{(R_x+R_y)} R_{dx}\). Note also that before the game is played, we assume that the leader’s decisions are unknown to each other, but that each is certain about the strength with which they are attacked.

Let \(C_{stB} \geq 0\) represents the cost of staging a battle in a dyadic interaction. This is the fee that any attacker or fighter must pay. In order for this game to be identified as a prisoners’ dilemma, we must have \(\text{Expected Gain in battle} > |\Delta K_{xy}| + C_{stB}\). \(|\Delta K_{xy}| \geq 0\) by definition. Note that \(\Delta K_{xy}\) will be positive in a compromising or allying relationship, but negative in a conflict. However, in order to emphasize the direction of costs, we are using the absolute value of the \(\Delta K\) to treat it as a cost.

Consider a single shot game for a dyadic interaction. The joint choice possibilities are F/F, F/C, C/F and C/C with outcome payoffs as summarized below.

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{2x}[FxFy] &= R_{dx} - Q_{jyx} \frac{R_y}{R_{x+R_y}}. (R_{dx}) + Q_{jxy} \frac{R_x}{R_{x+R_y}}. (R_{dy}) - C_{stB} - |\Delta K_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Fx, Fy) \\
S_{2x}[FxCy] &= R_{dx} + Q_{jxy} \frac{R_y}{R_{x+R_y}}. (R_{dy}) - C_{stB} - |\Delta K_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Fx, Cy) \\
S_{2x}[CxFy] &= R_{dx} - Q_{jxy} \frac{R_x}{R_{x+R_y}}. (R_{dx}) - |\Delta K_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Fy) \\
S_{2x}[CxCy] &= R_{dx} + |\Delta K_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Cy)
\end{align*}
\]

\(S_{2x}[FxFy]\) is the payoff for X in a dyadic interaction (indicated by Scenario 2 or S2), when both X and Y are fighting. Similarly, \(S_{2x}[FxCy]\) is the payoff for X when X is fighting and Y is compromising or cooperating (read a being passive and not fighting back).
Note that only the payoffs for X are given, but in a dyadic interaction, one can obtain the payoff for Y by symmetry. i.e. $S_{2x}[FxCy]$ and $S_{2y}[CxFy]$ are identical in structure. Numerical values may differ due to individual differences.

**Table 1 – Two Leader (Dyadic) Outcomes for the Iterated Prisoners Dilemma Game**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equilibrium Conditions:</th>
<th>Payoffs for repeated game with infinite horizons:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the agents are self-serving, as we have seen earlier, mutual conflict is likely to be a Nash equilibrium. However, for mutual compromise to be Pareto Optimum and Nash equilibrium, we should have: $S_{2.4x}<a href="1+i">CxCy</a>/i &gt; S_{2.2x}[FxCy]+ S_{2.1x}<a href="1/i">FxFy</a>$ and $S_{2.4y}<a href="1+i">CxCy</a>/i &gt; S_{2.3y}[CxFy] + S_{2.1y}<a href="1/i">FxFy</a>$</td>
<td><strong>Leader Y</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It follows that by symmetry: $S_{2.4x}<a href="1+i">CxCy</a>/i &gt; S_{2.3x}[CxFy] + S_{2.1x}<a href="1/i">FxFy</a>$ as $S_{2.2x}[FxCy] &gt; S_{2.3x}[CxFy]$ $S_{2.4y}<a href="1+i">CxCy</a>/i &gt; S_{2.3y}[CxFy] + S_{2.1y}<a href="1/i">FxFy</a>$ as $S_{2.2y}[FxCy] &gt; S_{2.3y}[FxFy]$</td>
<td><strong>Leader X</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When examining payoffs such as these, the reader should keep in mind the distinctions between rational and descriptive agents. The best-of-breed descriptive models of agent value systems and a description of how relationships and emotional payoffs are computed were presented in detail in Part I of this article. Here we depart somewhat from that description by simplifying the differences between rational and descriptive agents to include only whether or not they attend to $\Delta K_{xy}$ and $emV$ issues (rational actors are assumed to ignore these terms). Similarly, this formulation glosses over the issues of how actors compute the size of an attack ($Q_j$), how they discount ($i$), and how much they are willing to pay for their gambits ($CstB$) – one wouldn’t even expect to use the same formulas for normative vs. descriptive computations. With that as background, we can summarize the possible game results as follows:

- **Rational Actors**: Mutual conflict or fight-fight is a well-known Nash equilibrium. We know also that if $S_{2x}[CxCy]>\{S_{2x}[FxCy]\}$, where $x$ in X, Y, then mutual cooperation is Pareto optimal. However, whether mutual compromise is also a Nash equilibrium depends on the value of fighting while the other cooperates. With temptation for unilateral fighting giving the highest payoff (cost of launching a battle is smaller than potential benefits), the rational agents get involved in the game where both fear and greed drive agents to choose mutual conflict. With single shot as well as finitely repeated games, one subgame perfect equilibrium is mutual conflict (Dutta, 2000). Rawls deficient (Macy, 2006) mutual conflict, however, is too myopic for repeated games, and the agents could do well to be “irrational” and choose mutual co-operation. With infinite horizons as well as descriptive agents, several alternatives (based on different subgame perfect equilibria) emerge. For example, mutual compromise can also constitute an equilibrium in an infinitely repeated game (see Folk Theorem in Dutta, Kaneko (1982)), provided it is Pareto optimal and a rule such as tit-for-tat or grim-trigger is established to counter the temptation of unilateral defection. Such a tit-for-tat rule can be construed to be incorporated in the cost of relationships.
Descriptive Agents: Here the outcomes are less clear. If both agents have significant payoffs for non-violence, for example, mutual cooperation can become both a Nash equilibrium and Pareto optimum. If only one agent has such payoffs for non-violence or is too weak or poorly organized to fight, then Fight/Cooperate could become an equilibrium. If continued across iterations, this could signify genocide or ethnic cleansing. It can also account for loss of will to fight (e.g., US in Vietnam, Russians in Afghanistan, Shias under Saddam). For the same reasons, mutual fighting may be an equilibrium for totally different reasons such as choosing to fight and die (the martyrdom game).

There are many equilibria in the infinitely repeated game. If the agents are self-serving, mutual conflict is still an individually rational behavior and a subgame perfect equilibrium (Dutta, 2000). Similarly, Pareto optimum mutual compromise would also become rational as the horizon increases provided the mechanism to punish defection is effective. Assuming such conditions as above, and a constant future discount rate (rate of time preference) of i for both parties, one may write the payoffs over infinite horizons as in Table 1.

Triadic Games (Single Shot) – In most multi-agent encounters, the outcomes will depend on the interactions between more than two agents. For example, let us consider a third player Z, who is either a single entity or in a strong dyadic alliance such that Z could be regarded as a single entity. Agent Z could interact with the first dyad by forming an alliance or by attacking. Table 2 shows the six standard scenarios for the triadic game (rows labeled S3.1 to 3.6) and the conditions where equilibria should be expected. It is worth distinguishing how rational vs. descriptive actors would be expected to behave.

Specifically, for Rational Actors, mutual conflict or fight-fight (S3.1) is a Nash equilibrium, as cooperating while the other players attack has a low payoff. However, this may not be a Nash equilibrium if the cost of staging a battle is very high, or the agent is too poor to pay CstB, or attacking players have very little disputed resources at stake. In other words, the question of whether it is economically attractive to fight depends on the ability to pay for the battle from the gains. To engage in battle with both Y and Z, X must have: Qjxy(Rx/R3) Rdy + Qjxz(Rx/R3)Rdz – 2CstB >= 0. To engage in battle with at least one aggressor (say Z), X must have: Qjxz (Rx/R3)Rdz – CstB >= 0. For these reasons, it is highly unlikely for S3.2 to become an equilibrium where one agent passively cooperates while another attacks. Likewise, based only on material payoffs, aggressive alliances may form (S3.5), but will be unstable or exhibit weaker aggression than expected. Two leaders may choose a coalition to protect them against the strongest leader (S3.4); but this will be an unstable equilibrium, remaining in place only as long as a threat of the third leader exists. Finally, even when mutual cooperation (S3.6) is a Pareto optimum, it is not individually-rational, particularly for the strongest leader. For “peace in the world” to be a Nash equilibrium, the payoff to every player has to be greater than payoff received from any configuration of aggression, while others maintain cooperation.

By contrast, we see a different set of equilibrium possibilities for Descriptive Agents. For example, “Fight-Fight” (S3.1) may not be an equilibrium for the reasons discussed under the dyadic game. Remaining passive while the opponents are aggressive could be preferred (S3.2, S3.3), if the expected cost of staging a battle and its non-material consequences are higher than remaining passive and taking a hit. For example, an agent might be strongly conditioned to be “non-violent” due to its value system, or is too risk averse to pay a high cost of staging a battle (prospect theory). Therefore, with Descriptive Agents, the passive nature of the agents and their standards may alter the fact that mutual conflict is a Nash equilibrium. Likewise, positive relationships and emotional payoffs will encourage the formation of coalitions such as in S3.4 or S3.5, just as adverse relationships and grievances may prevent the formation of other coalitions. There can also be agent X with a grievance that may engage in fighting even when Qjxz. (Rx/R3). (Rdz) – CstB < 0. Likewise, one may find that coalitions are made up of enemies who return to fighting each other once a common threat is overcome.
This means that mutual cooperation (S3.6) is equally difficult to predict, since when the grievances are significant (e.g. $\text{emV}(\text{Cx, Fz})$ is high), the emotional cost of cooperating is high, and there is an emotional incentive to fight.

Table 2 – Nash Equilibria Conditions for the Scenarios of a Three Leader (One Shot) Game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Conditions for Equilibrium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| S3.1: [Fx,Fy, FxFz, yFz] All Fighting | When all three are fighting each other, the payoff for any leader X may be expressed as: 

\[
\text{S3.1x} = R_{dx} - Q_{jyx}(R_{y}/R_3) R_{dx} + Q_{jxy}(R_{x}/R_3) R_{dy} - Q_{jzx}(R_{z}/R_3) R_{dx} + Q_{jxz}(R_{x}/R_3) (R_{dz}) - 2CstB - |ΔK_{xy}| - |ΔK_{xz}| + \text{emV}(Fx, Fz) + \text{emV}(Fx, Fy).
\] |
| S3.2: [Cx,Fy, CxFz, CyCz] aggressors y and z independently attack a passive x | Payoff for X for remaining passive: 

\[
\text{S3.2x} = R_{dx} - Q_{jyx}(R_{y}/R_3) R_{dx} - Q_{jzx}(R_{z}/R_3) R_{dx} + |ΔK_{xy}| + |ΔK_{xz}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Fz) + \text{emV}(Cx, Fy)
\]  
Payoff for any one aggressor, assuming aggressors Z and Y do not interact: 

\[
\text{S3.2z} = R_{cz} + Q_{jz_x}(R_{x}/R_3)(R_{dx} + R_{dy})/2 - |ΔK_{zx}| - |ΔK_{zy}| + \text{emV}(Fz, Cz)
\] |
| S3.3: [Cx,Cy, CxFz, CyFz] Sole leader attacks as peaceful coalition who cooperates | The payoff for any of the targets X, Y: 

\[
\text{S3.3x} = R_{dx} - Q_{jzx}(R_{z}/R_3)(R_{dx} + R_{dy})/2 - |ΔK_{xz}| + |ΔK_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Fz) + \text{emV}(Cx, Cy)
\]  
Payoff for the aggressor: 

\[
\text{S3.3z} = R_{cz} + Q_{jz_x}(R_{x}/R_3)(R_{dx} + R_{dy})/2 - 2CstB - |ΔK_{zx}| - |ΔK_{zy}| + \text{emV}(Fz, Cx) + \text{emV}(Fz, Cy)
\]  
Even with structural advantages brought about by coalition formation (as opposed to S3.2), if the coalition still remains passive under attack, this scenario is even more accentuated. Therefore, this scenario is even more unlikely to be a Nash equilibrium for Rational Actors except as mentioned in S3.1. |
| S3.4 & S3.5: [Cx,Cy, FxFz, FyFz] Individual leader Vs coalition fighting | Scenarios S3.4 and S3.5, respectively, deal with the situations where a third aggressor attacks a coalition who does fight back, and aggressors in alliance (compromise/coalition) attack a target who also fights back. Since there is no first mover advantage, by symmetry, these scenarios are identical and we only present S3.4. 

The payoff for any of the targets X, Y who fight back as a coalition are: 

\[
\text{S3.4x} = R_{dx} - Q_{jzx}(R_{z}/R_3)(R_{dx} + R_{dy})/2 - \left( Q_{jxz}(R_{x}/R_3) + Q_{jyz}(R_{y}/R_3) \right)(R_{cz}/2) - CstB/2 - |ΔK_{xz}| + |ΔK_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Fz) + \text{emV}(Cx, Cy)
\]  
If a leader in a coalition does not fight back an attacker, his or her utilities are 

\[
R_{dx} - Q_{jzx}(R_{z}/R_3)(R_{dx} - |ΔK_{xz}| + |ΔK_{xy}| + \text{emV}(Cx, Fz) + \text{emV}(Cx, Cy)
\]  
The payoff for the aggressor is: 

\[
\text{S3.4z} = R_{cz} + Q_{jz_xy}(R_{x}/R_3)(R_{dx} + R_{dy})/2 - 2CstB - |ΔK_{zx}| - |ΔK_{zy}| + \text{emV}(Fz, Fx) + \text{emV}(Fz, Fy)
\] |
An advantage of defending an attack through an alliance that is already in place is obvious, as it involves higher likelihood of success, cost savings in terms of the costs of staging battle, and stronger relationships. However, an alliance also reduces the spoils of the fight, as it gets shared between the members of the coalition. Therefore, as long as CstB/2 does not out-weight the benefits, there is incentive to form coalitions. Although significant disparity in assets may reduce the benefits of the coalition for the stronger leader, the effort invested in a battle also decided how much is contributed to the common cause of aggression. A leader may also attempt to free-ride or reduce the load by lowering the effort put into the battle. Also, there is a disincentive to attack a coalition as opposed to individual leaders, unless the attacking leader has a resource advantage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S3.6: [CxCy, CxCz, CyCz]</th>
<th>The payoff from mutual cooperation to any player X is:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_{3.6x} = R_{dx} +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mutual cooperation (S3.6) is Pareto optimal with payoffs larger than the Nash equilibrium, however, if there is significant disparity between the resources ($R_x$) and the disputed resources ($R_{dx}$), there is a strong incentive for a stronger leader to start an aggressive move. Under these circumstances, mutual compromise is not a Pareto optimum.

For the strongest leader, say Z, not to start aggression unilaterally against x, we have:

$$R_{dz} + |\Delta K_{xz}| + |\Delta K_{zy}| + emV(Cz, Cx) + emV(Cz, Cy) > R_{dx} + Q_{jxz} (Rz/R2) R_{dx} - |\Delta K_{xz}| + |\Delta K_{zy}| - CstB + emV(Fz, Cx) + emV(Cz, Cy).$$

Similarly, a coalition of two (x and y) to refrain from attacking the leader Z, who is currently in the same coalition:

$$R_{dx} + |\Delta K_{xz}| + |\Delta K_{xy}| + emV(Cx, Zc) + emV(Cx, Cy) > R_{dx} - Q_{jzx} (Rz/R3) R_{dx} + R_{dy}/2 + (Q_{jxz} Rx + Q_{jyz} Ry)/(R3)(Rez/2 - CstB/2 - |\Delta K_{xz}| + |\Delta K_{xy}| + emV(Cx, Fz) + emV(Cx, Cy).$$

**Repeated Triadic Games** — Table 2’s equilibria may shift if the game is repeated. For Rational Actors without memory or any means of communicating rules of rewards and punishment, one may assume the following single shot (subgame perfect) equilibria exist, and will be repeated:

- A coalition of two leaders against the strongest leader is a subgame perfect equilibrium when there is disparity in resources and the resources of the second and the third strongest leaders are comparable. Under these conditions, a bipolar world could evolve, albeit temporarily. This is in congruence with Landscape Theory of Aggregation (LTA) (Axelrod and Bennett, 1993), which demonstrates that a bipolar (two factions) configuration is stable (Nash equilibrium) for a collection of antagonistic states.
- If the resource levels of the leaders are comparable or equal, mutual conflict will be a rational Nash equilibrium in the repeated game (even when mutual compromise is the Pareto Optimum), and the subgame perfect equilibrium of S3.1 will be repeated.

If we allow equilibrium to be a temporary phase or state, based on the above discussion, we can delineate a few relatively predictable phases of equilibria emerging in a multi-stage fashion. The following sequence of behavioral cycles is one plausible longitudinal scenario, selected for its interesting combination of a variety of subgames. In this example, if a triad starts with disparity of resources so
Z is the strongest while X and Y have comparable resources. The payoffs for the infinite horizon game can be derived for triadic interaction in a fashion similar to dyadic interaction shown earlier by dividing by \((1+i)\). A coalition of two leaders \((S3.4x)\) against the strongest leader \((S3.4z)\) is a single-shot Nash equilibrium \((S3.4)\), which will be repeated until the relative powers change due to repeated conflicts. Should the powers become equal, mutual conflict will be a Nash equilibrium. The payoffs will take the following structure, assuming that the powers equalize in \(T1\) turns, and the mutual conflict continues till time \(T2\), when the resources available are too little to pay for further battles. At this stage, mutual cooperation is the only Nash equilibrium:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PAYOFF} &= \sum_{t=0}^{T1} \frac{S3.4x(t)}{(1+i)^t} + \sum_{t=T1+1}^{T2} \frac{S3.1x(t)}{(1+i)^t} + \sum_{t=T2}^{T3} \frac{S3.6x(t)}{(1+i)^t} \\
\text{Two leaders } x &\text{ and } y \text{ against the strongest } z \\
\text{All leaders with comparable strength} &\text{ exhibiting mutual cooperation} \\
\text{Exhausted leaders} &\text{ in mutual conflict.}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(S_{--}x(t)\) refers to the payoff for \(x\) in scenario \(S_{--}\) occurring in time step \(t\).

### Rational Actors with Memory/Communication Mechanism

– In repeated games, if (a) the agent histories are remembered, (b) agreements can be made, (c) no agent is excessively powerful, and (d) agents start with mutual cooperation; then the following is the well-known mixed strategy that will prevail: attack if provoked (tit-for-tat) to deter other leaders from taking advantage, but otherwise cooperate (Parks & Rumble, 2001; Pruitt & Kimmel, 1977). Thus long periods of cooperation punctuated by occasional conflicts may occur. Ignoring rare periods of conflict, one may write the payoffs for any given agent as:

\[
\text{PAYOFF} = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{S3.6x(t)}{(1+i)^t} 
\]

### Descriptive Agents

– Here we can make no clear predictions, barring insight into the nature of the individual agents’ GSP trees, which is where we model preferences, standards, grievances, and personality factors. Mutual cooperation would be a Nash equilibrium if strong “non-violent” or pacifist values (emotional factors) and/or positive relationships are sufficient to keep the parties from slipping into conflict (to exploit short-term advantages). If those leaders’ total and the disputed resources are comparable, cooperation would persist in the absence of exogenous shocks. Likewise, strong grievances between the leaders and negative relationships (all of which capture history/memory) could also push the parties into conflict, even when they’re not strong enough to gain success in battles. Also, when relative peace exists, if there are no values or long term relationships to hold them back, descriptive players can easily be swayed by occasional transgressions. Such aggressions will be remembered and agents will want to “settle grievance scores”, resulting in a spiraling of conflicts. While material benefits of mutual cooperation under relative balance of power with trust are often sufficient for rational players to cooperate, the task of motivating Descriptive Agents to cooperate will be more difficult, as we will see later in the simulations.

In summary, this section has highlighted some of the key factors that influence outcomes in dyadic and triadic games. While this could of course be expanded to four and more leaders, the above discussion suffices for our present purposes. Hence we turn now to the simulation of two real-world factional conflicts and to the analysis of these simulation outputs. Since many games are going on simultaneously in FactionSim, we must be cognizant of an array of possibilities. Section 3 examines how alternative DIME actions might alter game outcomes for a two dyad, 4-leader game. Section 4 then extends this to a leader-follower game.
3) FactionSim: Studies for the MidEast Today

During the spring semester of 2006, students in a graduate course taught by the lead author took the FactionSim (and PMFserv) artifacts and engineered a number of reusable factions for simulations involving the MidEast. The course was taught under the ‘Coop-Coop’ pedagogy in which the students were organized into teams. There were 5 four-person teams, where the task of each team was to build at least one faction model. Each team member was responsible for one of four specialties within their team: data collectors/analyzers, PMFserv knowledge engineers, programmers, and integrators. These specialists in turn also participated in specialty teams for learning and for sharing resources and knowledge sources. Each of the authors of this paper coached a specialty team. The point of this teaching model is that students learn by discovery and by teaching each other. They also learn skills they can readily transfer to the workplace since they must cooperate across specialty teams, with members of their faction team, and across faction teams to assemble a larger whole than any one team alone could create. Evaluations at the end of the semester indicated this was a popular teaching model.

The five student teams assembled a total of 21 PMFserv leader profiles across 7 real world factions so that each faction had a leader and two sub-faction leaders. The seven factions – government (2 versions - CentralGov and LoclGov), Shia (2 tribes), Sunnis, Kurds, and Insurgents – could be deployed in different combinations for different scenarios or vignettes.

The leader and group profiles were assembled from strictly open source material and followed a rigorous methodology for collecting evidence, weighing evidence, considering competing and incomplete evidence [see for example Bharathy (2006)]. Popular sources across all groups included Brookings’ Iraq Index, CIA Factbook, news archives such as BBC, CNN, Fox, and Al Jazeeera, and less trusted sources such as Wikipedia and a number of Iraqi blog sites. Conveniently, the Brookings Iraqi Index is organized exactly according to our three resource tanks: economy, security, and politics. Each team also uncovered in-depth studies and reports from think tanks as well as books and journal articles that helped to inform their models [see Sageman (2005), among others]. All of this was translated into one of three types of data/empirical information employed in their models:

- Numerical data as well as empirical materials on Iraqi factions, particularly the violent incidents,
- Anecdotal information and quotes from interviews about the decisions made, along with the contexts of these decisions, by the specific personnel being modeled, and
- Culture specific information for the factions from such studies as GLOBE (House et.al., 2005), as well as religious doctrines affecting the people of concern, and published political platforms of the diverse sub-factions.

Each faction team produced technical reports detailing data collected into evidence tables and describing (i) how evidence was handled, (ii) alternative interpretations of that evidence for calibrating parameters, (iii) documentation of the models they produced and (iv) rational behind various other parameters and markups. Also, each group produced and tested their own factional leader models, including parameter-tuning results to ensure that the leaders behave on test cases as do their counterparts in the real world. Rather than a validation against test data set, this was designed more to tune against the training data. Two of these leaders’ GSP trees were shown in Figure 2 of Part I to illustrate how the primary opponents (government vs. insurgency) differ in terms of attributes like ingroup bias, aggressive attitudes toward outgroups, willingness to conduct asymmetric attacks, humanitarianism, range of scope, and power need, etc.

3.1) Validity Assessment

The primary validity assessment test of these models relied upon a DARPA-sponsored effort labeled “Integrated Battle Command” which paid for 3 teams of subject matter experts to play the Multi-National Coalition (MNC) and evaluate the models and outcomes of DIME actions taken for various vignettes. These sessions were run at one of the military commands for 2 weeks in May.
2006 after the end of the semester. The specific leaders and factions (together with any tuning of these agents) included vignette inputs, MNC courses of action attempted, and model outputs that were subsequently designated as classified material. Hence these results cannot be presented here, though the idealized runs presented in the next section should be sufficient to give readers a sense of what transpired. The SMEs ranged across areas of military, diplomatic, intel, and other PMESII systems expertise. Within each vignette the SMEs attempted dozens of courses of action across the spectrum of DIME possibilities (rewards, threats, etc.). One interesting COA is reflected in earlier Figure 1 by the vertical arrow on the left of the chart linking the MNC to the Personality Editor. That is, a popular COA of the diplomats was to ‘sit down’ with some of the persuadable leaders and have a strong talk with them. This was simulated by the senior diplomat adjusting that leader’s personality weights (e.g., scope of doing good, treatment of outgroups, etc.) to be what he thought might occur after a call from President Bush or some other influential leader.

The SME team playing the MNC presented their opinions at the end of each vignette. This was a non-conversational form of the Turing Test which compares the behaviors of simulated agents and real ones. The feedback from the MNC indicated that the leader and factional models corresponded with SME knowledge of their real-life counterparts. The leader and follower profiling was pronounced satisfactory, and (predictably) specific recommendations were offered for improving the realism and detail of the resources and institutions modeled by our simple ESP tanks. Since this session was classified, no further comments will be offered here about the specific Turing test commentary. However, despite being on the losing team in this ‘horse-race’ competition, we were informed that our profiling approach was selected and we were invited to join the winning team. For purposes of illustration, and to facilitate discussion about analysis of outcomes, the simulation results in the next section illustrate the types of output FactionSim produced, but make use only of the open-source models created by the students with simple DIME courses of action.

3.2) Experiment #1: Elasticity of Conflict in Iraq Due to Outside Support

This section shows runs of 4 factions initially organized into two weak alliances (dyads): (i) CentralGov trying to be secular and democratic with a Shia tribe squarely in their alliance but also trying to embrace all tribes, (ii) a Shia tribe that initially starts in the CentralGov’s dyad but has fundamentalist tendencies, (iii) a secular Sunni tribe that mildly resents CentralGov and mildly likes the Insurgents but does not include revengists, and (iv) Insurgents with an Arab leader trying to block Shia and CentralGov control. Each faction has a leader with two rival sub-leaders (loyal and fringe) and followers as in Figure 1 – all 12 are named individuals, many are known in the US. This is a setup that should mimic some of the factional behaviors going on in Iraq, although there are dozens of political factions there in actuality.

Alliances do not have to be static through the full course of a run, and can change as a result of different contexts or action choices. Relationship and emotions factor into the maintenance and formation of alliances. Clearly, relationships are affected by the direct actions from one group towards another. However, in an asymmetric world actions have spillover effects across factional relationships as well. This is modeled by attacks which have collateral damage that affects groups of the same sect (a surrogate for the reality of having to attack opponents fighting from within civilian districts). This affects the Sunni Secular and Insurgents, who receive collateral damage from any attack directed towards the other. Alliances also can result in extra relationship damage. If an ally supports a group under attack and loses troops, it will sour towards the instigator.

Figure 2 reveals the outcomes of three sample runs with these factions. Since this paper focuses on conflict dynamics (prevention, termination, etc.), we omit discussion of dynamics affecting the economy and political tanks to save space. The left hand column shows activity over time (a tick of the simulator is one week) that happens in the Security Tanks. The vertical axis indicates the
normalized fraction of the sum across all security tanks in these factions, and thus the strip chart indicates the portion of the sum that belongs to each faction. Rises and dips correspond either to recruiting and/or battle outcomes between groups. One can inspect the right hand column to get a sense of which factions carried out positive (+), neutral (=), or negative (-) acts toward other factions – the vertical shows the raw count of actions taken, while the horizontal axis shows positive, neutral or negative actions. Negative actions (histograms above a minus sign) show attacks on another group of a given color. The only neutral action available was to increase defense against potential attacks, so all neutral actions represent defensive moves. Each set of runs will be described with a focus on the time-varying and context-varying action patterns, as well as some interpretation of the groups' change in relative strengths. As 100 runs were performed under each condition, all results are the average across those runs.

Figure 2a is a run where different outsiders take DIME actions that support the CentralGov and the Insurgents. The Economic and Security Tanks of CentralGov and the Security Tank of Insurgents receive a 1% boost every tick of this run (slight advantage to CentralGov). Here we can see that the CentralGov is unable to establish military dominance. Attacks occur regularly throughout this run. The Insurgents are weakened by military attacks from the Shia and their own failed attacks on the CentralGov, which concentrates on defense. CentralGov provides Economic Aid to the Shia which helps maintain the Shia security force as it attacks the Insurgents. The Sunni perform positive actions toward whomever seems most powerful at the moment (notice token + actions on right histogram), but also occasionally retaliate against each of the other factions following collateral damage to the Sunnis. This pattern of what may be considered opportunism (helping the strong, attacking the weak, and retaliatory strikes) emerges in the Sunni group's behavior in each set of runs. A take-away lesson of this run seems to be that democracy needs major and continuous outside help, as well as luck in battle outcomes and some goodwill from tribes for it to take root.

In Figure 2b, outside support for CentralGov is removed (the coalition pulls out), and one can see their security collapses precipitously. The Insurgents attack CentralGov repeatedly. These attacks result in maintaining a strong military pressure keeping CentralGov weak. Meanwhile, the Shia repeatedly and successfully attack the Insurgents. Shia support and recruitment grow, leading them to battle the Insurgents to what looks like a steady back and forth for the second year of the run. Sunni-secular is not entirely innocent throughout this, attacking the weakened CentralGov while also distributing tokens of support toward the Shia alliance. The Insurgents focus primarily on attacking the Shia alliance and do not respond to the Sunni's undermining actions. The take-away lesson seems to be that civil war rules.

Finally, in Figure 2c, we also remove support for the Insurgents, a DIME action equivalent to shutting the borders so no outside recruitment or funding is possible. The CentralGov survives through what may be interpreted as a symbiotic relationship with the Shia. CentralGov consistently gives economic aid to the Shia (right side histograms), who in turn crush the Insurgents. The Insurgency military power is fairly rapidly dispensed with, but once again the outcome seems to reflect tribal division of spoils, rather than emergence of a democratic nation. The CentralGov, with little military presence, are dependent upon the Shia for enforcement - a fundamentalist puppet government. Once on top, the Shia also gain token support from the Sunni, who have built themselves up while the others fought to the point where they are strong and pretty much left alone. A take-away lesson from this run seems to be that factions in this part of the world, when left to their own devices, will resort to tribal division of spoils.

To sum up, these three sets of runs serve as a nice example of the quandary for those trying to formally summarize the outcomes from human behavior model-infused EBO simulators. On one level we might be tempted to simplify the summary of outcomes across cases by agreeing with the intuitive “take-aways” of the three runs, respectively – democracy is hard to achieve, civil war is likely, and tribalism is prevalent. No surprises in any of those. However, a secondary goal of this research was to explore whether
game theory, as formulated in Section 2.2, could help to guide DIME policy choices and make sense of the outcomes or, if not, what might be some research goals for improving our game theory framework?

In the game theory formulation of Section 2.2, we made several terms explicit that can now be seen to be vital extensions to a standard payoff formulation. Let us see how just two of these work -- relationship changes ($\Delta K$) and emotional factors ($emV$) -- two PMFserv factor sets that have no pre-scripted rules governing their dynamics. Though assumed away by textbook game theory or Nash Equilibria, as would be expected, factions in our runs are more likely to attack groups with which they have negative relationships and strong emotions. These relationships can be examined at each turn, with shifts in relationship interpreted according to the dynamics mentioned earlier in this section. For example, across all runs, CentralGov initially has a friendly relationship towards the Shia, who are moderately positive back. This leads to CentralGov giving aid to the Shia and consistently forming an ally, a sort of positive feedback effect. Likewise the Sunni Secular have slight positive feelings towards the Insurgents and are more likely to assist them, unless others are more powerful. The Sunni also receive significant collateral damage from Shia attacks on the Insurgents. As a result of this relationship decay, the Sunni Secular sometimes attack the much stronger Shia group. The Shia alliance with CentralGov causes them additional hatred towards the Insurgents for a similar reason. Though not receiving collateral damage, the Shia generally reinforce CentralGov when it is attacked and lose security tokens to the Insurgents- worsening a bad relationship. Finally, some action choices seem to have purely emotional payoffs. For example, from an economic perspective, the payoff from attacking an enemy with zero economy is zero - a wasted turn. Yet in these runs, when the Insurgents fail, the Shia still occasionally attack them simply because the Insurgents are their enemy. Emotional payoffs are at least as important as material ones, but the two scales are inherently difficult to compare. Thus the $\Delta K$ and $emV$ terms of Section 2.2’s payoffs are vital to game theoretic formulations that a human behavior model such as PMFserv is able to help the analyst to generate and understand. We omit the strip charts of changing $\Delta K$ and $emV$ strengths due to page limits.

**Figure 2 – Conflict and Cooperation in Iraqi Factions Under Alternate DIME actions (mean of 100 runs).**

| a) CentralGov and Insurgents Are Given Outside Support |

| b) Only Insurgents Receive Outside Support |
Another question is whether Nash Equilibria (or Pareto Optima) predicted from Table 2 emerged and how can this help to guide DIME policy choices? Frequently, a leader will take an action multiple times in sequence, indicating a temporary equilibrium for that leader’s decision process. Unfortunately, these stable periods are generally short in length. This problem increases as a function of the number of leaders in the scenario, as a single leader can disrupt an equilibrium. Rational actor equilibria (equation [3]) only appears in the Sunni tribe, who retaliate when attack, but who primarily cull favor and cooperate, leading to their steady improvement in most scenarios. Of course this is not the revengist Sunnis, nor the Iraqi Mafia, but a relatively peaceable clan. All other groups are conflict-ridden and only run 3 (Figure 2c) – the run where minimalist DIME interference occurs – seems to lead to the emergence of a stable equilibrium, albeit a puppet fundamentalist government.

4) Impact of Leader Action on Follower Choices: FactionSim for SE Asia

The previous section explored conflict vs. cooperation between the leaders of different factions but ignored whether the followers were going along or resisting those actions. In this Section, by contrast, we examine the decisions of followers to cooperate with or fight against their factional leaders. Without naming the actual country or leaders and in keeping with our game notation, we shall refer to the Bhuddist majority as X and their leader as LX. During the 1990s, the country was relatively stable, however, in the last
few years, the rural provinces have seen a rise of Muslim anger against the central X government, and the internal security situation in these provinces has rapidly decayed. During 2004, a small group of fundamentalist Muslims (Z) have committed an increasing number of violent acts against Buddhists (X) as part of a movement for a separate fundamentalist state. The level and sophistication of the attacks has been increasing to the point where people are questioning whether there may be outsiders assisting this group. The main policy concern here will be to answer question types 1 and 4 from the introduction: how should LX address this problem so as to prevent a full blown insurgency from being spawned? Why is violence rising in a region that was formerly friendly and peaceful? What are the consequences for domestic politics? What would be the best targets and times to intervene?

The details and statistical evaluation of this case study have been presented fully in Silverman et al (2006) and (2007), respectively, and we primarily focus here on the decisions of the followers for cooperation vs. fighting so as to illuminate our discussion of FactionSim. In brief, the real world (open source) data shows, the reaction of the LX to the violent incidents has been generally viewed as heavy-handed, and even inappropriate. LX has branded the separatists as bandits, and has sent the worst behaving police from the north (X Land) to handle all protesters in the Muslim provinces. There are many accounts of police brutality and civilian deaths and we classified the violent incidents in the country based on the size and intensity of the incident. The incidents were aggregated and plotted against time to obtain a longitudinal plot of incidents. The data was then longitudinally separated into ‘independent sets’ with training set consisting of Jan-June 2004 while test set beginning in July 2004 and running till Dec 2004 ending just before the tsunami. In December 2004, the Tsunami hit and ravaged portions of these provinces. The massive arrival of relief workers lead to an interruption of hostilities, but these resumed in mid-2005, and LX declared martial law over the provinces in the summer of 2005.

Training data and evidence were used to calibrate three types of agents in PMFserv:

- **Leader X (LX)** (structure of his GSP trees are in part 1, Fig 2) - data indicates harsh, cruel, task, corrupt, wealthy, successful. Sends worst behaving cops down to provinces, never discourages brutality.
- **Moderate Y Followers** - Lack of cultural freedom, schools, etc. Mostly rural family members who want own land and autonomy.
- **Radical Y Followers** – tend to be sons of Moderate Y Followers who were Wahhabi and college-trained, unemployed, running religious schools in family homes. Earlier Figure 3 of Part I shows the GSP trees of this follower archetype.

In order to adequately populate the factional groups in FactionSim, we created X consisting of LX with the just a Security tank and no other members of X’s faction (just its leader and his security tank). Next we set up Faction Y with a moderate leader and the two types of followers mentioned above. Finally, Z was set up as just a stimuli that periodically attacks X. The larger population of Y was run via a version of cellular automata that is known as the Civil Violence model (Epstein et al., 2001), though Leader Legitimacy was replaced with PMFserv agents’ view of membership. The Civil Violence model involves two categories of actors, namely villagers (or simply agents) and cops. ‘Agents’ are members of the general population of Y and may be actively rebellious or not, depending on their grievances. ‘Cops’ are the security tank forces of the Leader of X, who seek out and arrest actively rebellious agents. The main purpose of introducing the Civil Violence model is to provide a social network for the cognitively detailed PMFserv followers to interact with. The social network consists of one layer of the normal arena or neighborhoods as well as a second layer of secret meeting places, simply represented as a school. Civil Violence agents can exist in more than one layer (namely in the normal as well as school layers), however, the PMFserv agents that show up in the school layer are only the young Wahhabi- and college-trained males (Radical Y Followers); e.g., see Evans (2006) on Madrasahs as a road to literacy and education.

The bridge between PMFserv and Civil Violence includes Leader X’s orders and 160 villagers, and works as follows. LX examines the state of the world and makes action decisions to assist or suppress Z or Y (e.g., pay for Buddhist schools, add more cops,
reduce cop brutality, etc.). The 160 PMFserv agents then assess their view of the world, react to how cops handle protestor events, how their GSPs are being satisfied or not by leader actions, and to their emotional construals. The grievance level and group membership decisions by 160 archetypical villagers in PMFServ are passed via an XML bridge to 160 agents they control in the cellular automata based population model. These agents influence the neutrals of the population who spread news and form their own view of the situation. The number of Civil Violence villagers in each level of grievance (neutral through Fight Back as shown in the rows of Table 4) are added up and this information is passed back to PMFserv to help determine its starting level of grievance for the next cycle of reactions to XL’s actions. The left side of Table 4 shows the starting values as percent of population of Y that occupies each Grievance State. We discuss the right side in Section 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 –Faction Y Shifting from Relatively Cooperative (GS0-2) to Largely Fighting (GS3 &amp; GS4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GrievanceState0 - Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrievanceState1 - Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrievanceState2 - Join Oppost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrievanceState3 - Nonviolent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrievanceState4 - Fight-Rebel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1) Correspondence Test

The correspondence test is whether the overall parameterization for the GSP tree-guided PMFserv agents in the bridge with the Civil Violence population will faithfully mimic the test data set. That is, by tuning the GSP trees of 1 leader and 160 villagers, and by connecting all that to the Civil Violence mode of spreading news and grievances, do we wind up with a simulation that seems to correspond to what happened in the real world test dataset? Specifically, we are interested in testing the null hypothesis that there is no statistically significant correlation between real decisions and the simulated decisions. That is to say that real incidents and simulated base case are mutually independent.

When the simulation is run, one observes Leader of X trying some assistance measures initially (usually offering to set up Buddhist school and institutions) but maintaining a high police presence, and turning increasingly suppressive as the run proceeds -- Suppressing by Increasing Militarization and by Increasing Violence Unleashed. By the end of the run, the right side of Table 4 shows the emergence of a majority of the population resisting and fighting (non-violent as well as violent) against X. Specifically, it shows what percent of the population has been shifted from Neutral Grievance to higher states (recall the scale of earlier Section 3): GS0 (neutral) through GS4 (fight back). From the first graph, it can be seen that at the start, most villagers are near neutral and occupy GS0 and GS1, while a small percent start in GS2. The occupancy in lower grievance states fall with time, while that in higher grievance states climb. From about week 50 onwards, there is a fairly stable, though regularly punctuated equilibrium in which the highest occupied states are GS3 and GS4. This is an indication of progressive escalation of violence in the society since these two states represent a shift to fighting.
In order to compare this simulated grievance to that of the real world, we need some reliable measures of the population’s grievance during actual events. Unfortunately, there are no survey or attitude results available. In the real world (test) dataset, the incident data was available, however, with a record of fatalities and injuries. There are a number of schemes for weighting those (e.g., depression and morale loss, lost income, utility metrics, others), however, here we take the simple approach of using weighted average of fatalities and injuries, where injuries are simply counted (w=1), but the weight on fatalities is 100.

\[ \text{IncidentSeverity} = w_f \times \text{fatalities} + w_i \times \text{injuries} \]

The result is a widely used proxy of how severe these incidents were: e.g., see Collier & Hoeffler (2001). While severity is only an indirect measure of how the population might have felt, it is a measure that can be tested for correlation to the rise and fall of grievance expression due to leader actions in our simulated world.

To conduct the comparison, we apply the non-parametric Kendall's Tau measure of correlation. This statistic estimates the excess of concordant over discordant pairs of data, adjusted for tied pairs. With a two sided test, considering the possibility of concordance or discordance (akin to positive or negative correlation), we can conclude that there is a statistically significant lack of dependence between base case simulation and observed grievances rankings at a confidence interval of 88%. Since there is a probabilistic outcome determining if a simulated leader’s action choice will result in injury and fatality incidents (and how the news of these events are propagated through the cellular automata is probabilistic as well), we repeated the simulation runs thirty times and the confidence interval mentioned above is the mean across those 30 correlations. In sum, the null hypothesis is rejected and real (test interval) incident data and simulation results are related.

As to the leadership, we have detailed data and can conduct a correspondence test. Specifically, in the test dataset, the real world leader made 52 decisions affecting the population and that we sorted into positive, neutral, and negative actions. In the simulated world, LX made 56 action decisions in this same interval. The list of available actions was presented in Part I (Figure 1) and repeated in Section 2.1 above. At this level of classification (positive, neutral, negative), we were able to calculate a mutual information or mutual entropy (M) statistic between the real and simulated base cases (see Figure 3). M ranges from 0 to 1.0, with the latter indicating no correlation between two event sets X and Y. Applying this metric, the mutual entropy values were found to be less than 0.05, indicating correlation between real and simulated data. With an M metric, one cannot make statements about the confidence interval of the correlation, however, the Leader in the current scenario seems equally faithful to his real world counterpart. However, this metric does not capture a time-varying or context-varying distribution of actions. This only shows a good correlation at the summary level showing that our agents tend to simulate the real world actors’ overall balance of action choices (ie, negative, neutral, positive). However, if we repeat this mutual entropy test for the exact negative or positive actions chosen or the sequence of choosing them, then the correlation rapidly deteriorates. We are unable to predict the precise next action chosen by a real world actor with any degree of accuracy.

![Figure 3 - Correlation of Simulated Leader vs. Real Action Decisions](image)

**Comparison of distributions to see Mutual Entropy (M). Reject H0 & Accept H1 if M<<0.1**

| PMFserv-Simulated Leader’s Actions | Real Leader’s Chosen Actions |
4.2) Turing Test and Experiment #2: Elasticity of Demand for Civil Rights

The Turing test looks beyond population statistics, and examines what transpires inside the heads of the various types of agents in the simulated world. In terms of the followers, the prior section shows them shifting from cooperate to fight. We are curious about the migration decision and how it unfolds. This was revealed earlier in Part I, Figure 3 which depicts a Radical Muslim Follower at the precise moment of his shifting from reluctant cooperation to resistance. As a fringe member of Y, he had a strong potential to radicalize and shift factions. Prior to that shift, his negative emotion bars were equally activated, but his positive ones were suppressed. This was due to his depression and anger over his perceived lowered VID of his group Y and how Leader X was mistreating it. Once he shifted the strength of his membership to resistant Group Z (separatists), his positive emotions were activated as shown in Figure 3 (Part I). In the Hirshman (1970) model of ‘Loyalty, Voice, and Exit’, this is also the moment he shifts from voice to exit.

Likewise, one can inspect the GSP trees inside the head of the Leader (LX) and observe his emotional utility calculations for alternative action choices available to him on each tick. Structurally, these trees are identical to the GSP trees shown for the two Iraqi leaders in Figure 2 (Part I). His Bayesian weights were calibrated from frequency (prior odds) of action choices and tendencies in the training set. These comprise the ‘base case’ personality of this leader. We then altered several of his key standards for treating others (outgroup are targets, sensitivity to life, scope of doing good, etc.) by 15% in either direction. Reducing these is equivalent to what the SMEs in the Iraqi case study attempted when they had another leader call and try to convince him to be more reasonable and tolerant. Raising these up by 15% is what might happen if LX grew more autocratic or if our prior odds are off a bit.

Since the Leader X’s attributes lead directly to shifts in his course of action selections, these three versions of the leader were run to set up a range of potential futures for the followers. Figure 4 plots these along the Y-axis, or at least the Follower’s reactions to these action sets. Thus, the y-axis represents increasing losses of civil rights or the Inverse Quality of Citizenship (InvQtyCitizenship) as measured by the Follower Group Y’s calculated grievances (or VID from Part I of this article). The x-axis shows the decision of these agents to retain membership in Faction Y (these are the members of GS0, GS1, and GS2). Agents who leave and join Faction Z (GS3 and GS4) are not appearing in this plot. The plot thus shows that as long as conditions are not too intolerable, the entire population cooperates and remains in Faction Y. As conditions worsen, more and more agents exit and Faction Y’s membership shrinks. This is
what Hirshman refers to as the demand curve for civil rights. In FactionSim, we are able to fit the following linear regression to this demand curve with an Rsquare of 0.79

\[
\text{InvQltyCitizenship} = 1.35364 - 0.8269131 \times \text{Membership\_as\_Fraction}
\]  

[2]

This curve in Figure 4 is derived from synthetic agents, however, it seems to describe a reality that the Leader of X fails to comprehend at his own political peril. In decades past, the rural Muslim villagers were well-behaved citizens of X. However, there is a new generation of young males who are willing to stand up for the civil rights and who are highly influential across the populace – hence the demand curve has a constant slope for most of its length. The Buddhist leader’s ingroup bias, financial wealth, narrow scope of helping only his own faction to the north, and willingness to use violent repression seem to combine in the real world (and in our model of LX) and make him unable to comprehend this new reality. In the summer of 2005, LX had to impose martial law on these provinces to try and quell the separatist movement. In the summer of 2006, with the approval of the monarch, a military junta removed LX from power due to his mismanagement of this situation and economic issues.

Unlike the agents that are designed to try and win Prisoner’s Dilemma type games, real world counterparts are often less than rational, may be biased, and may have moral or other agendas. Cases like this one allow us to compare the true behavior to what the theoretically optimal one might be. Some leaders demonstrate keen understanding of the game, and purposely impose repressive measures to stifle voice, while opening borders to promote exit. In this case, there were no borders to open, and LX simply tried to win by fighting. The rival leaders in his own faction saw his tumbling political support before he did and removed him. His myopia cost him victory in two games -- one against an allied faction’s followers (Y) and the other against rivals in his own faction (X). We did not set up this second game in the current case study, but we cautioned at the outset that a problem with game theory is that agents often are involved in multiple games at once, games it is hard to even know about. We believe, however, that the framework presented here allows one to set up and play out the larger scenario surrounding Leader X. Our results to date on specific games we did set up give us confidence in the validity of this approach as we move in the direction of having the agents try to manage multiple games at once – not as optimal ideals, but as realistic counterparts of the true individuals.
5) Lessons Learned and Next Steps

The primary argument against rational game theory is its poor track record of prediction in matters of real world conflict primarily because it often simplifies the game and agents to the point that they bear little resemblance to the real world. For example, the normative prediction at the end of Section 2.2 was that rational agents (with memory) in iterative, semi-cooperative games will find equilibrium in mutual cooperation. In contrast our Iraqi agents were far from normative – at times attacking already defeated opponents who no longer had any resources to loot (perhaps to gain political favor), at other times directing attacks against overwhelmingly larger forces. Nevertheless, game theory can be of help in structuring analysis. In Section 2 we invested effort in setting up dyadic and triadic versions of the iterated semi-cooperative game both to highlight where it can help as well as where it falls short and needs descriptive agents. This lead us to 6 scenarios of the triadic game, each with predicted equilibrium conditions for the one shot game. The scenario that appeared in Section 3 was S3.4 (a coalition fighting against an aggressor) while Section 4 explored the pace at which agents shift from cooperating to fighting against an aggressor (S2.2→S2.1).

The primary argument against Behavioral Game Theory (BGT) in the social sciences is that there are few first principles that all social scientists agree upon, the field is not mature. Still, that is no excuse for modelers to “make up” their own rules and algorithm for how groups behave, nor is it justification to just create rational actors. The alternative we explored here is the systems approach where we take game elements and agent relations and cognition and break these into a system of components (sub-systems). Each component has encapsulated functionality, preserves inter-relationships between components, and applies domain theories/knowledge to keep realism in the components to the extent possible. This is the systems approach and it can be applied recursively to any component. An advantage of this approach is to encapsulate behavior so components can be modeled at varying resolution without affecting how the collection of components interact. An example of this was the (economy, security, or political support) resource tanks that we currently model as stacks of poker chips that grow or fall. One can plug in finer resolution models for any given tank without affecting overall system performance.

Another example of this concerns the parameters internal to a given agent where we try and synthesize best-of-breed and well-respected social science models for leadership, group dynamics, and the hearts and minds of the populace. Once again, the systems approach prevails and these are in 6 cognitive components with inter-relations between them nicely externalized as explained in Part I of this paper. If an analyst dislikes some of these, they can readily be over-ridden. Where they are apropos, such models reduce the dimensionality to the traits and factors they require, and where these are applied, we can use training datasets, fill in the traits and factors of archetypical as well as real characters, conduct validation tests, and treat these parameters as no longer existent. That is they are no longer independent variables clouding the larger DIME-PMESII analyses, but are swept out of the way by first principles, training data, and validity tests before DIME-PMESII studies even begin.

An argument against the realism and richness of this approach is the ‘curse of dimensionality’ -- the explosion of parameters that demand unattainable amounts of training datasets. This happens in social science problems when one tries to drag ever more parameters in to try and explain variances and fluctuations in the world being modeled. In this case the crime of over-fitting often occurs, where the model has so many variables tuned to one data set, but it can't then successfully explain a different dataset. The systems approach, however, provides the dual benefit of synthesizing the social science models into a wholism at the same time that it uses them as domain knowledge to remove these parameters from the frame for DIME-PMESII analysis. Even if we hypothesize two versions of a given
leader (e.g., one more benevolent the other more autocratic), the hundreds of parameters inside them are reduced down to just those two. Unlike the evolutionary tradition where personas must be mutated, this approach of profiling real personalities allows one to watch what they do and learn – what behavior emerges from current actors. Normative or rational actors can of course be scripted to have diverse payoff functions and action preferences (e.g., normative altruist, autocrat, grim, etc.). However, since descriptive agents are not scripted, but are personality profiled, one is freed of the need to guess which normative script to have them follow. Their action choices emerge dynamically as the game unfolds.

It is worth dwelling a bit on the benefits that were observed and the lessons learned from the case studies of this paper. For one thing, the descriptive agents passed validity assessment tests in both conflict scenarios—the Iraqi leader agents were passed after extensive SME evaluation and the SE Asia leader and followers passed separate correspondence tests (correlations of over 79%). Validity is a difficult thing to claim, and one can always devise new tests. A strong test, however, is the out-of-sample tests that these agents also passed. Thus the SE Asian leader and followers were trained on different data than they were tested against (see Sect.4).

Further, the complete structure of the model of the leaders was originally derived in earlier studies of the ancient Crusades (Silverman et al. 2005) and this was transferred to the SE Asian and Iraqi domains. The only thing updated was the values of the weights for GSP trees and various other group relations and membership parameters – derived from open sources. So the structure of the leader model also survived and passed two out-of-sample tests relative to the Crusades dataset. While these may not be the ultimate tests, they are sufficient for our purposes and in order to consider the descriptive agents to be components that reduce the dimensionality issues. Once again, let us caution the reader that these validity assessments show the agents are faithful on average, not for making forecasts of the next action.

As mentioned in Sect.1, a major objective of FactionSim is to support experiments on synthetic agents to identify those policy instruments that will most influence the real-world agents they represent – ie, EBO studies. In terms of the experiments attempted and presented, we showed 3 Iraqi runs (mean of 100 trials each) as well as 3 Country-T runs. The principal independent variable evaluated in the illustrative Iraqi experiment concerns how much outside support is reaching the two protagonists – CentralGov and Insurgents. When CentralGov is heavily supported and the Insurgents less so, the fighting continues throughout the 2 year run. When only the Insurgents are supported, the CentralGov fails, and when the borders are fully closed and no group receives outside support, the insurgency ultimately fails. CentralGov is fairly benevolent to the Shia in all runs but in this closed-borders run they sometimes assist the Sunnis as well. These runs suggest the elasticity of conflict with respect to outside support is positive, and with no interference, the country seems able to right itself, although we in the West might not like the outcome. Of course these runs only include 4 of the many factions one could set up and run, plus due to page limits, we only displayed the effects of actions upon the Security Tank, and not other resources of the factions. Also, while the leaders’ internal parameters are not independent variables in this set of runs, one can ‘open a window that reveals what is driving their emotions, grievances, relationships, and decision choices, some of which was shown in Part I.

The other experiment presented (Sect.4) concerned the internal parameters of the leader of a SE Asian nation. Specifically, we were interested in the elasticity of follower cooperation as the leader’s behavior shifted – a demand curve for civil rights. Or, put another way, to what extent would followers (Muslim moderates and radicals) exit and join an insurgency as the Buddhist leader’s policies became more draconian. Our population model involved a cellular automata with 1,360 initially neutral agents influenced in their neighborhoods and schools by 160 PMFserv agents, half of which were moderate, half radical. Our independent variable in the experiment was the loss of civil rights of the populace, and we found it regressed directly with membership loss (and insurgency growth) with an $R^2$ of .79. Once again, Part I shows one of the radical follower’s emotions at the moment of exiting. This experiment is
interesting since it predicts loss of control of the populace, a reality that occurred a year after our runs when the leader declared martial
law. He subsequently was removed from office over this affair.

In summing up, the two experiments illustrate the value of descriptive agents for extending game theory. The entire point of insisting on well-respected models inside and on validation efforts for the descriptive agents is so one can have trust that BGT experiments on these agents will yield insights about the alternative policies that influence them. PMFserv is already deployed inside an agency of the US Government to profile leaders in a role playing world diplomacy game that supports analysts in their tradecraft, and that allows them to explore policy alternatives and robustness and to identify parameter elasticities or sensitivities: Silverman, Rees, et al (2005). FactionSim is on the verge of deployment, but experiments such as those enumerated here are time consuming to set up and perform. Only when someone else makes the effort to set them up for a given country and scenario (as we did here), will they fit in with the short turnaround required in tradecraft. Also they will only predict the next action of a given leader on average and at a high level of abstraction. Hence an important line of investigation in our future work will be to develop a range of more systematic and less effort-intensive statistical techniques that can be used by practitioners as preliminary steps in the construction and evaluation of policy alternatives. By linking such parameters to specific policy instruments, practitioners may then be able to identify those policy alternatives that are potentially most effective in guiding agent behavior (on average) toward desired outcomes. We also foresee the need to undertake further studies of specific situations where more detailed patterns of various leaders may become clearer and thereby ease the path to modeling their next action tendencies. Other ideas for fruitful research gains might include, among others: making advances on the interpretability of output (eg, mining a warehouse of output parameter streams for patterns); automated comparison of descriptive to normative behavior; using agent temperament to order alternative game equilibria; and eliminating the simplification that treats each iteration as a new game such that agents might attempt new types of game-spanning strategies. At present the FactionSim agents choose game-spanning tactics by following norms on their GSP trees and when one composes them as multi-step campaign objects that the agents can evaluate the merit of (and decide to pursue or abandon). It is a worthy research challenge to add the ability for these agents to revise norms and/or create new campaign objects given the intractability of the search space they reside in.
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### Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Pertains to dyadic scenarios, can be considered a simplified subgame in a triadic interaction. Dyadic scenarios are described without S2 prefix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Pertains to triadic scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3.1, S3.2…S3.6</td>
<td>Each one is a triadic scenario.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2x[FxFy]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a dyadic scenario, when both x and y are fighting. Mutual conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2x[FxCy]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a dyadic scenario, when x is fighting while y has compromised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2x[CxFy]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a dyadic scenario, when y is fighting while x has compromised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2x[CxCy]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a dyadic scenario, when both x and y have compromised. Mutual compromise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3x[FxFy, FxFz, FyFz]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a triadic scenario, when x, y and z are fighting with each other. Mutual conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3x[CxFy, CxFz, CyCz]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a triadic scenario, when the aggressors y and z independently attack a passive x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3x[CxCy, CxFz, CyFz]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a triadic scenario, when z attacks coalition of x and y, who do not fight back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3x[CxCy, FxFz, FyFz]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a triadic scenario, when z is fighting with coalition of x and y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3x[CxCy, CxCz, CyCz]</td>
<td>Payoff to x in a triadic scenario, when there is mutual cooperation/ compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Discount rate discounting future payoffs to account for time value of payoffs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, Y, Z..</td>
<td>Leaders in the world. Also used as x,y,z when subscripted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qj</td>
<td>Level of attack j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qjzx</td>
<td>Level of attack that denotes the attack is by leader Z on leader X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qjz_xy</td>
<td>Level of attack where the attack is by leader Z on the coalition of leader X and Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QjZY_X</td>
<td>Level of attack which denotes that the attack is by the coalition of leaders Z and Y on leader X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rx, Ry, Rz</td>
<td>Total resources of X, Y, Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>The total resources in a dyadic interaction Rx+Ry = R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>The total resources in triadic interaction be Rx+Ry+Rz = R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdy</td>
<td>Disputed or contested Resource share that belongs to Leader y when both x and y are compromising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdx</td>
<td>Disputed or contested Resource share that belongs to Leader x when both x and y are compromising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rd</td>
<td>Total pool Disputed or contested Resource that will be shared by the Leaders, when when both x and y are compromising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔKxy</td>
<td>Changed in dyadic relationships between x and y. This is a function of relationships between</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the leaders as well as the actions taken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CstB</td>
<td>The cost of staging a battle in a dyadic interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Px</td>
<td>Probability of winning in a battle, and is proportional to level (effort) of attack (Qjyx) and relative strength Ry/(Rx+Ry) of the attacker =&gt; Px = (Qjyx). Ry/(Rx+Ry).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qjyx (Ry/(Rx+Ry))</td>
<td>The expected loss in a given battle for a target is proportional to the level of attack, likelihood of success and the level of resource contested. This is const.(relative strength of attacker)(contested resource of attacked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdx</td>
<td>Expected losses to x due to being attacked by z using relative resources available (Rz/R3). The attack takes place on the contested resource Rdx, which belongs to x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emV(Fx, Cy)</td>
<td>Emotional payoff (non-material utility) for X from X fighting while Y compromising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_x(t)</td>
<td>Refers to the payoff for x in scenario S occurring in time step t.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>